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LIBRARY. 
Brussels, 19 June 1979 
OIL SITUATION: COMMISSION REPORT NO 1 
As Mr Guido Brunner told the Council on Energy, held in Luxembourg on 
18 June, the Commission will henceforth publish at regular intervals 
reports on the oil situation of the Community containing comparisons 
between the various markets.in the Member States. 
It is the Commission's view that these regular reports will-improve 
the transparency of the Community's oil markets. 
Herewith the first report, published today by the Commission. 
1. The present trend in the oil situation continues to be marked by 
persistent pressure on the supply side and, accordingly, by 
appreciable shifts in various price categories. 
2. The Community is trying both to keep an eye on the situation and 
to remedy its effects, in particular by a special effort to reduce 
the consumption of oil. 
The European Council and the Council on Energy have stressed their 
concern and their wish for greater transparency of prices. 
A new programme of recording transactions on the free market began on 
1 June and the first results of this will be known in the coming weeks. 
Community information on the costs of supplying crude oil has been 
made both more precise and more regular (monthly instead of quarterly). 
Finally, the Commission is making a weekly comparison of the consumer 
prices excluding taxes of the main petroleum products in all the Member 
States. 
3. The most recent information on consumer prices excluding taxes show an 
average rise of 22% over the end of 1978 (annex>. 
4. 
If these consumer prices had been aligned on the increases in the 
Rotterdam quotations, the rise would have been 86% and not 22%. 
For the same period the average increase in the fob prices for crude 
exceeded 30%. 
The Community notes the good degree of 2~~eement - bcrne out by the 
figures overleaf - between OPEC prices and the real consumer prices. 
It also notes the considerable discrepancy between real consumer prices 
and the prices quoted in Rotterd~m-
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rnDICATEURS HEBDOMADA.IRe·s DU l'ltVEAU DES P.R!X HORS DF.OIT,S ET TAKES A LA· C-Ot!SOMMATION DANS LA co:,MuNAU.TEi (1) • ' ;:;, ·. 
\JEEKLY INDICATOR C0t1SU:tt:P PPI~E L::VEL It~ THE· CCTiU~Jl TY. 
• I 
JAXES MID DU~ :EXCLUDE~ (n 
.. II 
•: 
,:--.-1, .. ,..4 .. ~ ._.,. 




Essence· super I 
Premium gasol;ne 
Essence normaleJ 
Regular gasol in 




Fuel .residuel · 
Residuel fuel oil 
diesel-oil 
__ £/1000 L £/1000 L IS/ 1000 L £/1000 L t,/ 1000 kg . · 
254,_86 - 247,08 · 22?,43 OelgiUl'II 190,66 ·93 37· , . ';• 





... :-·~ .. 
Germany. 2?9,32 208,47 229,32 233,49 
l~i...' 
France 219,24 · 199,02 181,85 ·. 1~4,61 . 
Ireland 255,37 ... ?46,22 t • 267,64 232,43 
~ 
Italy 167 ,9.1 156,70 _161,19 151,03 
Netherlands 236,37 222,64 











b) variations in% 
28.5.79/15.12.78 
c) variation rnoyenne (2) 
tous produHs / 
weighted average all 
oroducts 
?8.5~79 I 15.12.78 
219,4, 210,8 
+ .13,9X +- 14, 7X 
i ., 
I 
200,9, 187,2 ,, 11:5,2 
I/ 
+ 15 ,s,: + 30, 1% + 20,BX 
... 
•• 
+ 22,7 X 
(t> ri{eau des crii : niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQu~s et ainsi repr~sentatifs du March6 p!tro~ie~ de 
er~~~~ ~tat ~e~cre. 
<1> Price level: price level nost often aoplied and th~s representative of the oil market in each Me~ber state. 
. . 
<2> L3 royenne risulte d'une oondfration des quant~t~s cc~so~~tes de ch3,~e craduit concerni au cours du pre~ier trfm~stri 
1979. 
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Brussels, 29 June 1979 
COMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 2 
r···· 
I A; Mr Brunner announced at the Energy ~ouncil in Luxembourg on 18 June 1979, from n,:,w on the Commission will publish.an oil bulletin every Thursday; this will ~~~ 
be available at the end of the morning, and will give the latest available informatio 
on the details affecting oil prices in the Community. 
In the Commission's view, these bulletins should help to ensure greater transpar~ocy 
of the oil markets in the Community. 
Bulletin no 2, concerning price levels on 18 June 1979, provides the follow-up to the 
report given to the press on 19 June 1979. 
The bulletin shows, that on 18 June 1979, the level of pre-tax prices for the main 
petroleum products in the Community had on average risen by 30% from the end of 1978 
•• a significant increase compared with the previous situation (+22%). 
!f the prices to the European consumer had aligned themselves on the increases 
in quotations on the Rotterdam spot market, the rise, instead of being 30%, would 
have reached very nearly 107%. 
At the same date, the average increase in the F.O.B. price of crude oil supplied 







BULLETIN PETROLIER t.E.EL No 2 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN · . No 2 · 
=--·--=-=-========-=--------- -
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET ~AXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prh au : 18.6.1979 Pn:,s at : 18.6.1979 
Essence· super Essence normale Ga soil moteur . Gasoil chauffage 
Premil.lTI gasoline Regular gasolire Automative Heating gasoil 
diesel oil" , 
U1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L 
Belgium 252,68 243, 11 239,15 206,82 
Denmark •· 256,41 248,74 229,30 200,92 
Germany 245,09 222,32 244,56 250,38 
France 222,99 202,42 "184,96 167,43 
-Ireland 261,98 252,59 274,57 · 238,45 
Italy 169,97 158,63 163,17 152,88 
' ..... 
Netherlands 251,54 237,64 212,54 . 182,92 
.......... 
U.K. 265,20 254,68 '260,99" 214,69 
C.E.E. 
a) moyenne/weighted 231,89 223,82 213,24 199,63 
average (2) 
b) variations in X 
+ 20,37 + 21,82 + 22,59 + 37,89 18.6.1979 /15.12. 78 
.. 
c) variation moyenne (2) 
tous produits / 
weighted average all . 
products + 30,01 
18.6.1979/15.12.78 
Fuel residuel 












<1> Niveau des prix: niveau des prix le plus-souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs du marche petrolier de chaque 
Eta ts membre. ( , 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representativ~ o-f the oil market in each Member state. 
',,. , ... ,_ .... , ..... 
(2) La moyenne resulte 
1979. 
--.he 
d'une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours du premier trimestre 
v average result of weighting the quantities c~med for each product concerned during the first~arter of 1979. 
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Brussels, 9 July 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 3 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out, the Commission 
publishes a weekly oil bulletin which gives the latest available 
information on data relating to the formation of prices in the 
Community. 
It is the Commission's wish that these bulletins should con-
tribute to gre~ter transparency in the Community oil markets. 
't<tt7. YI 
Bulletin No. 3 of 25 June 1979 stated that the pre-tax price level 
of the principal oil products avaitable in the Community had increased 
by an average of 35% since the end of 1978. 
If European consumer prices had aligned on the increase in 
Rotterdam quotations the figure would have been practi~ally 104%. 
The average increase in f.o.b. prices of crude oil forming part 
of Community supplies was some 35% for the same period. 
-----------------------------------------··-· -- ·-· .. ·- - -
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 3 
O!L_E .. f .. t .. _e!JLLfil~----··----
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX liORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA CO~MUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 25.6.1979 . Prices at: 25.6.1979 
• 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel r~siduel 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automative diesel oil Heating gasoil Residuel fuel 4tl 
S/1000 L 1/1000 L . 1/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 kg 
. 
Belgium·· . 208,26 98,54 259,39 249,57 241,45 
Denmark 
. 
262,39 254,54 234,b5 205,60 114,68 
Germany 251,50 
. 
228,15 253,68 255,30 132,00 
France 246,39 225,31 201~45 183,28 121,32 
Ireland 268,90 259,26 281,82 244,75 187,59 
Italy 175,25 163,55 157,64 
. 126,84· 168,24, 
Netherlands 258,13 .243,88 218,12 187,73 109,76 
.. 
U.K. 275,45 26~,14 267,88 220,36 129,62 
C.E.E. 
a) moyenne/weighted 243,27 233,19 222,46 207,84 125,50 
average (2) ' 
b) variations en/in X + 26,28 + 26,92 
25.0~. 1979/15.12.1978 
+ 27,89 + 43,56 + 31,63 
c) variations en/in X 
cotaticns Platts/ + 81,07 + 83,82 +137,07 +137,07 + 67,50 
' 
Platts ~uotations ~ 
2s.06. 1979/1s.12.197a . 
d> variation moyenne sur 
procuits concern~s/ + 34,~ 
weighted average on 
;,~oi~ er~g~o9~~d~~tf oii> . ' 
(1) Niveau des prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs du marche petrolier de chaque 
Etat membre. 





(2) La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours du 1er trimestre 1979. 
The average results of weighting the quantities consurr.ed for each product concerned during the first quarter of 1979. 
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Brussels, 12 July, 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 4 lf'll '7 '1 { 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the Commission is ~ow 
publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the latest information available on 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greate<' 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Bulletin No. 4 states that as at 2 July pre-tax prices for the principal 
oil products in the Community had increased by an average of 39 % since the 
end cf 1978. 
It these prices charged t~ European consumers had been in Line with the 
increase in Rotterdam qoutations the f1·gure would have been practically 113 % 
instead of 39 %. 
The a;erage increase in the fob prices of crude oil forming part of Community 
supplies was some 57 % for the same period as a result of the decisions taken 
by OPEC in Geneva on 27 June. 
-------.,,~--"----- ----. -
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BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 4 
GIL= Ei E_. C_.=BlJLl. ETI N========= 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDO~ADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CO~SCM~ATICN DANS LA cc~~UNAUTE 








b) var i at ions en/in X 
2.07. 1979/15.12.1978 
Prix au : 2 juillet 1979 
Essence super Essence normale 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline 
£/1000 L Z/1000 L 
260,10 250,25 
263,45 255,57 
252,29 228, 91 
246,99 225,86 
272,54 262, 77 




I I I 
2i..5,5C 2~5 .• 24 
+ 27,44 + 22r04 
.I 
Prices at : 2 july 1979 
~--
Ga soil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel resic,.~ 
Automative diesel oil Heating gasoil Res iduel fi...~. 
Z/1000 L £/1000 L Z/1000 kg 
238,03 204,75 98,81 
245,07 215,90 117,04 
269,69 255,55 135,93 
201,94 183,73 128,66 
285,63 248,06 190,12 
197,35. 182.,97 128,01 
225,56 195,05 l 113,34 l 276,33 I 228,.15 I 135, 75 I l 





"; --~ C: :: (\ 
.... - ,.,I,. ,.,I._, i; ~:. :;6 ~ 3C·/· :?: 
+ 35,39 + L•.~t, :, ;;. I + 361 i8 
l 
~ 
+ 88,.08 % + 87,50 ;; ... 15 5, 10 ;~ + ;;~ ·1c i; ! + t?., 50 ~{ 
d) 








variaticn r-.oyenne sur 
oro=uits ccncerpesl 
weighted average on 
concerned products (2) I : 
~ :....__ 
.. 
: ~ ) 
, ~' 
' C. ; 
2 07 1Q7C~_...L.._._~O...L...!,,;._ ________________________________________________________________________________ ~-----------------------------
~iv~3u ces prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent ~ratiqu~s et ainsi repr~sentatifs du march~ p&trolier de chJque 
Et3t re,-bre. 
Price Level : price level most often applied and thus representative of the oil majket in each Member stat~. 
~a -c~·enne r&sutte d'~ne ~ond~raticn des ~uant~t~s ccnscr~&es de chaq~e produit concern~ au cours du 1er trimestre 1979. 
;he average results of weighting the qu~ntities consuMed for e3ch product concerned during the first auarter of 1979 
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Brussels, 19 July 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN No. 5 
'1 ' i1q1'1-
As Mr Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the Commission is 
now publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the latest information 
available on data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins sho"t:Hd contribute to 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Bulletin no S states that, on July 9 1979, pre-tax prices of the principal 
oil products in the Community had increased by an average of 42.50 % since 
the end of 1978. 
If these prices charged to the Community consumer had been in line with the 
increase in Rotterdam quotations, the figure would instead have been almost 
113 %. 
The average increase in the f.o.b. prices of crude oil forming part of Community 
supplies was some 57 % for the same period, as a result of the decisions taken 
by OPEC in Geneva on 27 June. 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 5 OIL-s~s~t~_eYLLsil~---------
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COMMUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) } 
Prix au: 9.7.1979 Prices at : 9.7.1979 
Essence super Essence normale Gasoi l moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel residuel 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automative diesel oil Heating gasoil Residuel fuel oil 
.. S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 kg 
Belgiua 273,80 260,92 256,86 223,65 98,61 
. 
Denmark 263,33 255,45 244,95 215,80 116,99 
Geraany . 252,02 228,6.6 269,40 259,08 135,78 
' 
France 245,69 224,68 200,88 182,76 127,98 
Ireland 274,10 264,28 287,27 249,48 191,21 
Italy 173,82 162,22 197 ,59 , 183,50 128,80 
Netherlands 257,12 242,91 224,78 194,38 112,95 
U.K. ·310,26 ' 301,84 300,79 256,33 152,30 
C.E.E. 
a) moyenne/weighted 251,92 240,43 238,60 218,24 134,16 
average (2) I 
b) variations en/in X + 30,77 + 30,86 + 37, 17 + 50~73 + 40,71 9.7. 1979/15.12.1978 
c> variations en/in X 
cotaticns Platts/ + 88,08 % + 87~50 X +154,42 % +154,42 X + 67,50 I 
. Platts QUotations, . 
9.7- 1979/15.12.3978 
d> varialion ~oyenne sur 
procuits concernesJ + 42,51 X 
weighted average on 
cocrc :r~g~o~{~d~~ t ~ o~i> 
(1) Niveau des prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs du marche petrolier de chaque 
Etat membre. 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative of the oil market in each Member state. 
C2) La moyenne resulte d'une ponderation des quantites consommees de chaque produit concerne au cours du 1er trimestre 1979. 
The average results of weighting the quantities consumed for each product concerned during the first quarter of 1979. 
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Brussels, 26·July 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 6 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the 
Commission is now publishing a weekly oil bulletin g1v1ng the latest 
information available on data relating to the formation of prices in 
the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. t~ 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 16 July 1979: 
Ca) FOB prices for the Community's average externa~ supplies of crude 
oil rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil 
exporting countries; 
Cb) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude 
oil and imported finished products) increased by an average of 
around 45% in the Community; 
I 
Cc) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been107% instead of 45%. 
. . 
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BULLETIN PETRCLrER C.E.E. NO 6 
O!L~~~~~~~~e~~Lf!l~----~~~~a 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDO~ADAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au : 16 juil let 1979 Prices at: 16 july 1979 
~--
Essence super· Essence normale Ga soil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel r~siduel 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil ~eating .. oil Residuel fuel ott 
S/1000 L 1/1000 L 1/1000 L 1/1000 L ,,1000 kg 
Belgh• 276,80 263,78 259,67 · 226,10 99,69 
Oenmarll 270,27 262,24 260,33 226,33 118,04 
Ger11an1 . 259,74 236,13 272,37 269,08 137,28 
France 247,86 226,66 202,66 184,38 129, 11 
!r'.land 27~,83 268,33 292,22 253,78 194,51 
lhl1 175,37 163,66 199,34. 185,13 131,40 
~etherlands 
_ 260,22 245,85 227,49 196,72 114,31 
U.IC. '.515,61 307,05 305,98 260,75 154,92 
C.E.E. ' 
a) ~oyenne/weighted . 
average (2) 256,15 246,06 241,69 223,/J9 136,01 
b) variations en/in I 
+ 33 % 16 • 0 7 • B 7 9 / i 5 • 1 2 • 1978 + 34 % + 39 X + 54 «. + 42,50 % 
c> v~riation moyenne sur ; 
~rocuits ccncernes/ 
. weighted average on + 45 % . 
concernec products (2) 
16.07.~979/15.12.1978 
d) variaticns en/in X 
cot3tic~s Platts/ + 76,5 % + 80 X +146 % +146 % + 68,50 % P!a0ts ~~ctations .... 1 • z I 't .., '; / : ~ • ~ / 1 91~ 
Ci) ~iveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues •t ainsi representatifs selon Les me;lleures estimations 
,'.:ts icx;:-erts .des Etats r.ier.ibres du marche netrolier ,~e, - .-~e Etat mr-hre. 
-, ·ce .e·,1el : price len.:•l ~ost often a~p-lied and tliu-: - .• ~sentativ,. -;cl". jtdir.9 to the t::est estimates of the experts of 
'. · -' · !')/'" "'t<>~~: ot ::·e ,)i l f'larket in each "'~;.;er- .;! , .. _. .. 
•s..,lte d'.--~ :~der0tior ',~s -·· :--r ·t,·s cc·· 
. • . ..., • "'1. ........ - ·-
'', ~-''·~ ) ;"'eSU 1 !'5 i'"\; ,;t;._• ',;itlnr t~r""t (~L~ .. ~nt ,~, ~·-) ~Cr,Sl" •: .. · ~~ \"~~.'_:-' ·"'· -:~ll-~ :" 
: ~ ( .. ~ :~ .. \. c~:,. '., -~c1:1c•r'".f' ·., cci·:s du 1er ~rbestre 1979. 
--:..:.~, ,;,--ned ·.forir:-1 the '1 rst quar"ter ot 1979. 
• 
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MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
'l ~' l..J '11 . 
Brussels, 2 August 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 7 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the 
Commission is now publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the Latest 
information available on data relating to the formation of prices in 
the Community. 




This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 23 July 1979: 
(a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude 
oil rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil 
exporting countries; 
Cb) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude 
oil and imported finished products) increased by an average of 
around 47% in the Community; 
(c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 99% instead of 47%. 
l 1 
BULLETIN PETROLiER C.E.E. NO 
QJL_EiEA~A-e~LLfI1~-~------~ 7 
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBO~~AOAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 












b) variations en/in X 
23.7. 1979/15.12. 1978 
c> v~riation moyenne sur 
procuits ccncernes/ 
. weighted average on 
concerned products <?> 
23.7 .':979/15.12.1978 
d) variations en/in X 
cot3tions Platts/ 








. 285·, 28 
;7 6, 5u 
_26~, 3G 
~7,29 
2~;/~ I 71 
+37% 
















Prices at : 23.7.1979 
Gasoil moteur Gasoil chauffage 
Automotive diesel oil Heating oil 










315; 24 266,78 
2!·5 ,57 I 225, 7,1 +41~~ +s6c* _, I ; 
-1 
+,~7'io • 
+1 }2% +13;( 
Fuel residuel 











1 ~C:' :::C: 
+/ r:..c; c_.; 
I +681 
(1) Nivtau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selon Les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts ~es Etats membres du marche petrolier de chacue Etat membre. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thus representative according to the ~est estimates of the experts of 
the ne~eer states of the oil narket in each member state. 
<Z> La ~oyenne resulte d'une pcnd~ration. des ~~~ntites ccnso~~fes de chac~~ orcd~it co~cerr~ au cours du 1er tri~estre 1979. 
The average results oj we1~t1ng the quantities consu~ed tor each product concerned during the 11rst quarter of 1979• 
1 • .... ·:: • ' "" " 
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PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
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PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
tA/'7• 'ti l{' 
Brussels, 9 August 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 8 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the 
Commission is now publishing a weekly oil bulletin g1v1ng the latest 
information available on data relating to the formation of prices in 
the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute tc 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 30 July 1979: 
Ca) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude 
oil rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil 
exporting countries; 
Cb) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude 
oil and imported finished products) increased by an average of 
around 49% in the Community; 
Cc) if these prices had been in Line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 92% instead of 49%. 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 
O!L_EAfAtA_evLLEI1~~~------~ ~ 
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBO~~AOAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 







Gasoil moteur IGasoil chauffage 
Automotive diesel oil Heating 9il 
S/1000 L S/1000 L 
Fuel residuel 













b) variations en/in X 
30/7/ 1979/15.12. 1978 
c) v~riation moyenne sur 
procuits ccncernes/ 
. weighted average on 
-- concerned products (2) 
· 30/7/. .1979/15.12.1978 ___ --
d) variations en/in;_ 
cotations Platts/ 
























































138, 72. . -
+45% 
+68% 
(1) Niveau ces prix : niveau des prix le plus scuvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selon les me1lleures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaQue Etat membre. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thus representative accordin; to the test estimates of the experts of 
the rie:":":eer states of the oil r.ia·ri<et in eJch mem~er state. 
(2) La r.oyen"e resulte d'une pcnd.eration- des c, ... a.ntites conso:-"'.ees de chac ... ~ prcd1..it co:'lcerr.e au ccurs cu 1er tri::ie5tre 1979. 




s p R E C H E R G ·•R u p p E 
~; 
-../ SPOKESMAN'S GROUP 
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., G R U P P O D E L P O R T A VO C E 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
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INFORMAJION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Jf·/11, 1/ 
Brussels, 16 August 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO 9 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the 
Commission is now publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the latest 
information available on data relating to the formation of prices in 
the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute tc 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 6August 1979: 
(a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude 
oil rose by 57X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil 
exporting countries; 
Cb) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude 
oil and imported finished products> increased by an average of 
around 52% in the Community; 
Cc) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 92% inst~ad of 52%- • 
I 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 
C!~~t~t~~~~~~~~{!l~-~~~~~~~• · 9 
Ntll£AUX INOICATIFS HEOD0.'1AOAtRES OES P~IX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION OANS LA COM'.'1UNAUl£ 
WEEKLl 1ND1CAT1Ve CONSUMER PRICES LEVEL~ iN THE cc~~UNITY. TAXES AN~ DUT1£S EXCLU0£0 (1) 
Pr1x au: 6.8:1979 · Prices at s f,.8.1979 
a Essene~ supt-r E s s ~nc e no rm.1 l e Gasoil ll'IOttur jr.,1rnil t~auffage fuf?l residuel 
I B~lgluo Pr,?l'II\U'!\ gasoline Re9ulJr gasol\ne Al.ltor::ot lvt' diesel .:i H r,.;,H 1ri9 oH . Re~ ,au :ti. furl oil • S/1000 L J/1000 L l/1000 L J/1000 L !/1000 kg - . I .·_., ...... ~~----, ?.8: • • :: ~ ??2;5;~ 266?/.j '• :~~~2, 9 - i ·1r, • )'1 ,-,,_, 
l 
Ot-nll'!Jrk -· "1 :~\~~ 75 27'.i,81 26t"~, ~)i~ ~· /r,), 92 ~:1 .. ~t O ; ;~! ~-·1 
Gt>r~at11 ~>5_~), /B ' 2·,"'1.,~ ~ ~:? ?t~,i_11 G6 ·t .~ 1 ?~10 
' 
• . 275.,34 
. 
~ 
1 rinee 26?~2D 2~t. 1 C3 :·~,~~]~ ·1~ .12,9,,5(, 1~3,78 
. 
tr~l.lnd T.~6,'~: 5::'b.,Lt; -;;5/?;;;5 ., :·,. 7 ,- , .)'.J, ,·I'. 2n .. ~s? 
lu\y ~ 2.30,?8 218,2,~ 22"~:!?0 
• 
213, 2'.', 12'1,47 
. . . 
N~th~rl•ndt 
. 276,50 26f, 16 • 21,.3 c~ :35 2'13.,,::: .. 121.,!.7 
u.i. . t324,13 31.5,,"tl:> 313,46 
' 
264; 20, 156,98 
C.E.!11 ' 
a> ~oyenne/velghted 279,30 263,30. 255.,90 231,,45 140,20 • 
•"•rage (2) , ... 
b) v•ri•tions en/in I +45% +4 !.:~ +47% +60:~ +47~~ 
1"Y79/15 .12. 1978 • 6/8/ . ·-
c> v~riation moyenne sur . • 
Qrocu;ts ccncernts/ . 
' 
. weighted average on . 
.. 
·- concerne~ troducts (2) 
' 
• 01a .~97911s.,2.191a - r +52% ' . . 
d) variations en/in~- -·· .. _.::::::--- l . . ; cotJtic~s Platts/ - , +68% Platts c~:tations , +68% +69% +119% + l 19'~ ~ I R • tC'"' '; / ~ I; _ • ~ _ ., 9? 
(1) ~ivt-au ces prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQ1.H~S et ainsi representati fs sel)tl les m~illeures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Etats ~embres du marche petrolier de chaQue Etat membre. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thus repr~sentative according to the beit estimates of the expert~ of 
. 
the ~e-aer states of the oil na·rket in each r.-.~::>er state. • • 
<2> La royer.~e resulte d'une pcnderation. des ~~ar.t;tes conso~-e,s ce chac~~ orcd~it co~c~rr.e 1u cours du 1er tri~estre 1979. 
The ~verage res~lts of weighting the quant1tiis cor.s~~ed tor each product concerned during the 11rst quarter of 1979. 
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MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 23 August 1979. 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out the the Council, the Commission is 
now publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the latest information 
available on data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 13 August 1979 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products) increased by an average of around 53% 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
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BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 10 O!L_f~~~~~~~~L~~!1~-----~~~~ . 
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEOD~~ADAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au : 13.8.1979' Prices at : 13.8.1979 
• Essence super Essence normale Ga soil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel residuel 
Prem ii.XII gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil Residual fuel oil 
' £/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 kg 
Belgh.d 285,42 273,43 267,26 . 233,68 119,58 
Denmark - 277,,33 269,52 275,43 241,52 123,43 
Germany • 279 ,91 255,21 . 276,07 268,94 142,70" 
France - 220,75 1_90,09 143,28 267,94 246,76 
' 324,00 356,11 Ireland . 334,04 304,90 226,54 
Italy .232,09 219,30 229,51 
• 
214,75 . 140,35 
. 
'. 
Netherlands .277,43 263,04 244~67 213,96 121,88 






average (2) 279,40 264,30 256,50 . ?.31,~5 .. 144,40 .. _ 
b) variations en/in X 
13/ 8/ B79/15 .12. 1978 + 45% + 44% + 47% + t,0% + 52% 
c) v~riation moyenne sur f 
procuits ccncernes/ + 53% . 
. weighted average on . 
concerned products (2) 
. 
·13/8/ •• 979/15.12.1978 - . ·I 1 ., 
d) variations en/in X I I cot3tions Platts/ + 66% + 66% +113% +113% + 68% Platts c~ctations n / 9. I • '(' 7 '; / : 5 _ ~ ? 197P 
(1) ~iveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations 
des exJ:'erts .des Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. 
. 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative ac~ording to the best estimates of the experts of 
the ~e~eer states of the oil ~arket in each member state. 
CZ) La r'.Oyen~e resulte d'une pcnd_eration. des c;,; .. a.ntites conso,~ees de chac ... 17! prcduit co:ic:err.e au cours cu 1er tri::iestre 1979. 
The average results of weighting the quantities censured tor each product ·concerned during the first quarter of 1979 • 
• 
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Brussels; 30th August, 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 11 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the Commission is 
now publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the latest information 
available on data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 20 August 1979 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished ~roducts) increased by an average of around 52% 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 90% instead of 52%. 
. I 
I, 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 
C!L_E.f.t.~e~LLf!I~-~~~~~::a . 11 
NlVEAUX INOlCATIFS HEBDO~AOAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COM~UNAUTE 
WEEKLY lNOlCATlVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE C~~;UNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au 1 20.~.i979 Prices at I 20.8.1979 
• Essence super Essence normal e Ga soil moteur Ga soil chauffage Fuel r~siduel 
. Premiun gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil rlea ting ~il Residual fuel oil 
• S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L l/1000 kg 
. 
8elghn 283,96 272,00 265,8.7 252,46 118,96 
Denmark - 275,70 267,94 281,76 247, 1i 128,76 
. 
. Gerlftany . 2r8~38 253,82 274,56. 267,46 141,92 . 
-Franc• 266,76 245,67 21~_,?7 189;25 142,64 . . 
lr~land 327,84· 317,98 349,50 299;24 222,34 
i XUt}' • . 231-, 25 218,51 . 228,68 • 213,9,7 140,68 ~ . . . . . 
276,03° 
.. . I "•th•rl~nd• · 26\, 71 243,43 212,89 ·121,26 . 
u.K. . 315,158 307,13 . 305,19 . 257,23 I 152,83 
C.E.E. • 
. . . 
. 
•> ~oyenne/weighted 276,93 262, 15· ,254, 91 230,10 143,43 ... 
•"erage <2) I 
b) ~ariations en/in I 
• 1,;1911s.12.197a +44% +43% +46% +59% . .. +So%· 20/8/ 
• c> v~r;ation moyenne sur 
pro~uits ccncernfs/ . 
• 
weig~ted average on . • . +52%. 
-
concerne~ ~roc~cts (2) 
' r . 20/8/ .~979/15.12.1978 - . - . . 
-·- -~---- I d) varhtfons M/in ~- - +67% +114% +114% cot3tic~s Platts/ +6 7"1. +68% tc~i}ts cwctations O ,c--; r • < • .., ~ ~?'ft 
(1) hiveau ces prix : niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs sel·~ les meHleures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Etats ~ernbres du marche petrolier de chaQue Etat membre. 
. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and th~s representative according to the be;t estimates of the experts of 
. 
the r.e-eer states of the oil r.,a·rket in each r.:~:ier state. · • • 
CZ> La r.:>ye:-~e res ... l te d 'une pend.era t ion des ~~'=.r.t 1 tes conso:·"·~ees ce c~ac~~ crcd\. it co:ic err.e 1u cours cu 1 er t rbestre 1979. 
The ~vera;e results of ~e,ght1ng the quant1t12s ccns~~ed tor each product concerned during the first quarter of 1979• 
--------- ---
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAV0CE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFO.RMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEOEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 6th Stptember, 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 12 
I 
I I 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the Commission is 
now publishing a weekly oil bullet in giving the latest·. information 
available on data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 27 August 1979 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of ~he principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products) increased by an average of around 54% 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam.spot prices, the 
figure would have been 90% instead of 54%. 
BULLtllN ~tl~OLltR ~.E.E. NO 
OIL_E.E.t._eVLLE!IM_~---~~:a ·12 
NlVEAUX lNOlCATl FS HEBOOMAOAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS l A COMMUN/,UTE 











a) ll'IOyenne/wei ghted 














average C2l I 279,35 
b) variations en/in X 
:!.7181 1,;191,s.12.1978 I t·45% 
c:) v;oriation moyenne sur 
procuits ccneernes/ 
weighted average on 
concerned products (2) 
21.8 .1 1n911s.12.191a 
cot3t1cns Platts/ 
Prices at : 27.8.1979 
Essence normale I Gasoil moteur IGasoil chauffage 
Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating 9il. 




268,14 281,97 247,29 
254,00 274,75 267,65 
245,32 ?1.9,46 ?03,27 
323,34 355~39 304,29 
218,77 228,96 214,23 
.. 
262,14 ·243-,83 213,24 
316,.04 319,17 261,57 
• 
263,83 256,85 235 ,1}'1 



















d) vari3tiori<i en/in X ··· I · .:·-- ---- I J 
.P..7lat:t:. c:.;.ctat.io.ns _.~ .. •· +"'"?', ·•"1,,.•/ t. .?::I 'tC'"?·; / • c; •\, ~9.., .,,._. / ;. u ,. . · 'Tl< 
,.,.___...,..,""""~~-- .............. L-~ . ..,..,__...,.~ .... ---.. ..... ,.a... ,-- ,_'!_~""--·-··~ .,,.""".,,... ... ..._ -.. -.. ...,.._., . ._.. __ , ..... - --.. a.----·---,-----. •.t----...........- ... ·•- _J -'-"'1'~ J +6E" . ·-·- ___ ,.:_,.__' .. ~ .. .:.::..:...~.-~,---- .. -~,,~:,. ... _ - --... .,.~~~· 
,,, Ni\ta1, ce~ p~,. ~ n;~ea~ de! pr~x l~ ptus scuvenl prattQuis et lin!{ reprf~~ntatif1 ,e ,~ Le, ~t1lleures est1~aticn1 
des £:.'\rHt:s .dt·s E.fat~ r:en-t.r-e! dL mr1rcht petrclier de c:haque- F,at ,,{'>i·1t'rt. 
Pric-e le·,:tL; ~dee lt'.!'>t ''Ct"- <'~te,1 it[·rt,cc· Jr.d tM;~ ;f,tC:~(-,..,t.:-V>,~ ;:,;,:,c:rd~n~ tc tht t::,,;:t tst'ir,atrt e-1 tt;e ,~fµErt~ af 
thf r:e'liff SL!i:~ of \~·.e, C"li ",a·rYe'< 1r. E-.:iCh ::.c~~:;t':' St:ltE'r 
f;n ta rO~'~r':',f' !""(~,_,.ltf d 1 .;rl'-'_p\·~<:_(}}\l0r ~Cc~$·· .:;.,:}~\1tff.'-(:r,:r;,c:-~ ~.'·: .. .;>,.~·' .. ;·.'(;;·;,,.,-i1 <7\t#~f;":· A',, (J 
[i'\f .:-ver.;;g( rt•\,u .. t~ 01 ,.·c;o,s,,t '•'a: ~ ' ,,U,:,.J. lt · .. · t('(,:.,l.-.-i'.: ••· fr.I.'"· (.J, .. , ... ,. ! :.c.•:;;.c· .. ,;-c a~,r- '·: \i C~-~t 
•.: ·.-:. 1 C' t"' t ': .; .. ·:1 ";, ~ .. ~ i:t : Y ~ f../ ~ 
1~r~: q~ar,~r 01 1)79~ 
SP RFC HER GRUPPE 
SPOKESMAN'S GROUP 
GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 13th September, 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN ~0.13 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the Commission is 
now publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the latest information 
available on data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 3 September 1979 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products) increased by an average of around 55% 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in Line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 94% instead of 55%. 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 13 
~IL-~~E.~~~~ULLl!l~---~~~~~~ 
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBO~~AOAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS Er TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PR~CES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 3 .9 .1979· Prices at: 3.9.1979. 
• Esse,,ce super Essence normale GasoH moteur Ga~oil chauffage Fuel residuel 
Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating oil Residual fuel oil 
' S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 kg 
Belgh11 284,73 272,77 266,62 
. 
.233,12 119 ,29 
Denmark ·-· 284,95 276,40 295,40 260,25 138,67 
Germany 
' 
. 279,42 254,76 ' 27~,58 270,10 143,54 
France - 20.3,87 142,~6 267,16 246,04 220,11 
' Ireland 334,04 324,00 356,11 304,90 226,61 
. Italy .231,89 219, 11 229,31 
• 
214,56 141,36 
. Netherlands .285,92 271,52 254,85 226,17 129,38 
u.,c. . :_t25,46 316,68 320,01 . 262:,1G 157,91 
C.E.E. ' 
a> ~oyenne/weight•d 
average (2) . . 
b) ~ariations en/in X 280,63 264,99 258,63 236,9S 
145,84 ... · 
3/9/ 1,;791,s.12.191a +49% j • +46% +44% +64; + 53.% 
c> v~riation moyenne sur 
procuits ccncernes/ 
' weighted average on . 
• 
concerned products (2) +55% 
• 119/ .1979/15.12.1978 
d) variations en/in X 
-
cot3tions Platts/ 
Platts s~ctations -~ +67% +67% +122% +122% +69% 
7.,/Q/ ,'i .. ":'';/"!'i ~? 197 
C1) ~iveau ces prix : niveau des pri~ le plus scu~ent pratiQuis et ainsi reprjsentatifs seltn les meilleures estimations 
des ell.~E'rts .des Etats membres cu marche petrol 'it·r de ct1 aG\..e Etat r.'!err,bre. 
• 
?rice level : ~rice leve~ ~est often a~plled ~r~ th~s re~re!ent:t~ve accord,n~ to the te~t estimates cf the exrerts of 
t h e ~ e'.'.': b t<r $ t a t es of t h e o 'i l ri.:. r "1; t i n e J ch r:-. e,--,:: er s tat t' • 
(2) La :-:cyEr:~ .• :, rt>-,~lte ,:: 1:"ne i:;.:.:"1d_er.;t~~" cc·~ ~ .... 2 r.t·.tc::. ccn:.:,,~-o:,1s ce c,..,,.~ .. :1 prcc,..it c::;.~c.:r'.'.(· JI.. cc ... rs : ... ".er tti:-;fstre 1979. 
T~e aver~gc re~ults oT ~e1ght1ns tre quintit,~s ccns~~ec •er each prcc~ct ccrcerned duri~~ the first quartEr of 1979. 
IPC79)213 ~'ONE, ,o. OE EUROPE,S,E '"'"E'""ERS _ ,o •• ,,,,o,-OER EUROPS,scHEN OEME:"""'"E"-1 
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GROUF<E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 20 September, 1979 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 14 
As Mr. Brunner has already pointed out to the Council, the Commission is now 
publishing a weekly oil bulletin giving the latest information available on data 
relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
,• •.. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
-· Petroleum product prices excluding t,ax 
This bulletin shows that between 31 ·December 1978 and 10 September 1979 : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose by 
57% as a result of the decisiqns taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (~rude oil and 
imported finished products) increased by an average of around 57% in the 
Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the figure 
would have been 95,5% instead of 5.7%. · 
- Cost of Crude oil supply 
Bulletin No. 14 contains, inter alia, a.table in ·Annex which shows, by member state 
and for the Community as a whole, the quarterly development of average cif crude oil 





These average cif prices, obtained through the application of a 1976 Council 
Directive and a Commission implementing decision of 1977, stem from oil 
co~any declar~tions received by the Commission via member states. This 
information covers at least 85% of crude oil imports and includes local 
crude production. It gives average quarter Ly costs for each type of crude 
weighted by quantities supplied and calculated using the official market 
rates of exchange to give the most representative supply cost indications. 
These figures can not be directly co~ared with the percentage increases in 
fob prices shown below which, as in each weekly bulletin, represent an 
estimate of fhe average fob price increase between t-wo specific dates, 
calculated for the ~ommunity on the basis of offtcial prices established by 
OPEC and the normab crude oil supply slate for the Community. 
-·~· 
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO 14 QJb:{!{!~!=~~b~{Il~==?=====a 
... ~ 
-,~:1:"~ 
' NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBDO~AOAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 10/9/197~ Prices at: 10/9/79 
. 
• Essence super Essence normale Ga soil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel residuel Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating 9il Residual fuel oil 




287,58 275,50 269,29 . 235,45 120,49 
Denmark - 279,43 288,07 298,63 
' 
.263,l,O 140, 19 
Germany . • · 282, 59 257,66 . 278, 71. 273,17 145, 17 
- 269,86 248,52 222,33 205,93 144,30 f ranee 
' 333,67 323,63 355,71 304,56 226,36 Ireland 
. 





Netherlands . 2'88,80 274,26 257,42 228,45 130,68 
U.K. -. ~'.32 5, 11:l 316,32 319,65 . 261;80 157,73 
C.E.E. ~ ' 
.. 
a) ~oyenne/weighted 282,48 267,14 260,72 239,01 147,49 
a-.,erage (2) · I ..... 
b) variations en/in X 
10/9/ 1~79/15.12. 1978 · +4r1. +45% +50% I +6~% +55X .. 
c> v~riation rnoyenne sur ' 
~rccuits ccncernes/ 
• 
. weighted average on 
• 
concernec products (2) .. 
. 
. 10/9/•~979/15.12.1978 - +57% 
" d) variations en/in X 
. 
cotaticns Platts/ 
Pb?~Js c~ctations +64% +64r. +123X +123% +73X 1 .,,7-;ns ~., 191p 
(1) N;veau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations 
des exterts ~es Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. 
I 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thus representative according to the best tstimates of the experts of 
the r.e~oer states of the oil ~arket in each m~ber state. 
(2) La roy~n:-:e resul te d 'une pend.era t ion. des c.:..a.l"lt it es conso~-e~s ce choc:..~ prcd~ it co:ic err.e au .~ours cu 1 er t ri::ies tre 1979. 




OIL EEC BULLETIN NO. 14 
..... 
Averaie C.I.C. prices of Community supplies of crude oil in & per barrel 
' 
BEL •. DEN. GER.,. FRAN IRE ITAL NETH U.K. EEC 
S/bbl Index C 1) 
.. ,: 
, 
12.32'. 13,70 13;,65 · t:3-,.4 7 13.,Si 12,86 · ·1l~41 13,40 13,35 96,.3 1st.G. N 
" 
-
atd.Q. r1 12, 98', 13,90 13., at 13,.81 13,77 13,04 13.,&4 13,.80 . 13,66 9·8,5 
3rd.Q 7i 13,7·1'. ' 13,81 ~ 13,ft 1.3,97' 13,84: 1'3,20 13.,89; 13,80 13,.78 99,.4 
• 
4th.Q 7.7 11,&9 13,91 14, 13 14, 17 14,06 13,24 13,94 13, 75 13,86 99,9 
1st Q '7a 13.,89 13,58 't4,,.Q5, ! 14, 13, 14,03; 13,17 ,. 13,9"5 ! 13,70 13,80 99,5 
~ 
2nd Q 78 13:,.&5 13,87 13,.82 · 14,18 14,,031 13,14 · 11,&7 13,67' 13,.75 99,1 
3rd Q. 78 13',.&3 13,79, 13,-85. · t4.~a5 1~93, 13,13 13"80 13,.67 13, 75 99,.1 
4th Q 78 13·,95 13,92 14,04 1.4,19 13,18 13,29- 13,84 13,,83 13,87 100,0 
1st Q 79 14,.70 1S.,12 15~12 . 14,8:4 14,iO 14,29 15,01 14,,85 14,81 106,8 
2nd Q. ~ 1-6,;65 18,20 18'"44 17,11 16,65 16,7't 17,36 17,82 17,48 126,,.0 
<1> Basis 4th Quafrt.ff 1.~fa = 100 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE f 
GRUPPO DEL PORTivci~~ 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELfLSE 
. 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 15 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
· MEDEDELING AAN OE PERS 
Brussels, 27th September 1979. 
As Mr. Brunner ti"as already pointed out to the Council, the Commission 
is now publishing a ~eekly oil bulletin giving the latest information 
available on data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and 17th September 1979 
a) FOB prices· for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 57% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products> increased by an average of around 54% 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 91% .;nstead of 54% • 
• 
. 
' . ~ .. ', 
~,. . : B\JLLET-lN PETROLIER C •. E.E.~:No 
· ··.:. OI!.. E E t eVLt!gTjN · '· ·15 . 
J.. • ' -=-=-:!;!-~=.:----:;-=========:a 
._in>: p .' .... :·: ·:· ..... t 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBOOMADAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INOlCATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au: 17.9.1·979· Prices at : 17.9 .• 1979. 
' 
Essence super Essence normale Ga soil moteur Gasoil chauffage Fuel rfsidutl 
. Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating Qil - ·. Residual fuel oil 
. ! . S/1000 l. S/1000 l. S/1000 L S/1000 l. S/1000 kg 
• . . 
8elgh11 
. , ' . 
~86,64 I 274,60 268,41 · ·234 68 120,09 ' , 
. 
' 
.. J ' 1~· ..... I,. . } ~ 
Denmark . .. -· 264,41 141,78 ~. · , 268,25, 258,67 297,94 . 
' ' 
• ·. 278,92 
. V 
.. 144,.71 Germany 256,83 ' 279 ;48 . 265,12 . 
f rance 
.. 2.05; 10 143,72 268,77 247,53 2?1.,43 .. 
. . 
• 
. ·; . "31·6,24 . 306;73 31'7~03 Ireland 277,95 '214,53 
Italy . · 232,52 ·219,82 229;94 2'15,22 144,.21 
• . . . 
·· ... 
'. 2~7, 72 
.. . 
Nethtrlar.ds .. 273,23 .· ~~56,4~ 221,59 . · 130,.19 . 
. I 
. ~, r 
. 
. 151,35 U.k. . . f 307,07 ·298,97 302,70 . . 243,82 
• 
C.£.E. : ' ' .( 
•> moyenne/weighted 
. . . . . 
. 
.145, 14·:· .. average (2) 2_76,13 262,8-1. ·257, 76 . 233,12 
b) variations en/fn X 
... 
17/9/ 1979/15.12.197! - +43% ... +43% +48%· +.61f ... +52% 
. ' 
.. 
c) v~riation moyenne sur . ' 1; . 
procuits ccncernes, 
. 
weighted average on -t 54% . . 
• 
-- concerned products (2) .. 
'. 
. 




d) variations en/in X ·-·~ •, -:::::-..:,.--·· 
cot!tions Platts/ .. +5r1. . . +59% +1:16%. 
+116% +73% 
~~9~Js ~~ctJ:ions 1 - ' 7'; / 1 c; ~? -197~ . 
(1) ~;v,au ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selon Les meilleures estimations 
des ex~ert s ~es Eta ts membres du marche petrol ier de chacue Etat membre. 
• 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of 
I 
. 
the r.e~ber states of the oil r.ia·rket in each r.:e-:i:,er state. · • 
C2> La r.:oyen;.e resul te d'une pcnc.eration. des ~ ... a.nt ites conso:-~ees ce chacu~ prcd~it co:icerr.e .>u cours cu 1er tri::iestre 197~. 
The average results of we1ght,ng the quant,t,~s consu~ed for each product concerned during the first quarter of 1979. · 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURp. PAEISKE FAELLESS~ABERS - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN-1 lP(79)2271 
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MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
'COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 16 
• 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 4 October 1979 
The· wet,kly oil bulletin, published by t.he Commission on the initiative of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsibl'e_ for energy, gives the 
.tatest avai Labl"e d_...:.J'el'ating to the fotl9ation of· pri~es in the Comml.t~ity. 
The Comm,ssion considers that these bulletins should contribute to 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
This bulletin shows that between· 31 December 1978 and 24th September 1979: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 57°1' as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal _oil products (crude oil 
and imptirted finished products> ~ncreased by an average of around 57% 
in the Community; 
\ 
\ 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 




BULLETIN PETROLlER C.E.E. NO 16 
2!~:B!~!~!-~~~~II!~=======~~ . 
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBOOMAOAIRES DES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PR~CES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix au c 2/i. 9. 79 · Price, at: 24.9.79. 
• Essence super Essence normal e. Ga$oi l. moteur Gasoil chauffage· Fuel re114~tl Premium gasoline Regular gasoline Automotive diesel oil Heating ~il Residual f~,l ot\ 
' S/1000 '9 S/1000 L .. S/1000 L S/1000 L 1/1 OOQ kq · 
Belghn 293,56 281,23 274,88 . .240,35 122,99 
Oen11ark ·-· 272,85 263,10 303,05 268,95 144,22 
' 
Ger11ani • -286,00 263,35 .. ' 286,57 271,84 . 148,38 
.. .f ranee 
.. 274,02 252,36 225,75 2p9,10 146,53 
• Ireland 32°0,20 ·310,57 
,. 
321,00 281,43 217,22 
I tal1 . 234,46 _221;66 231,86 217,01 ·147 ,25 
• . . . 
Netherlands 293~72 278,.98 261,84 232,38 132,93 . 
. 
• 
u.ac. -~10,59 302,50 
. 306,42 247, 1-4 153,46 . . 
. 
C.E.E. . 
•> fflOyenne/weighted 280,79 268,2.8 262,45 238,24 147,96 
average (2) · I ... . ~ 
b) ~ariations en/in X +46% +46% +51% +64% -ts s:{ 
24/9/ 1979/15.12. 1978 .. 
c> _.v;:1riation moyenne sur ; 
procuits ccncernes/ +57% 
weighted average on . . 
• 
concerned product~ (2) 
. 24/9/ .':979/15.12.1978 
-
d) variations en/in X +57°1. +59% +121% +121% +73% 
cotations Platts/ 
f,.LJJ1ts ~~cta~ions 'P • ' 7 '; / 1 _ 'l ., . 1 97 
(1) ~iveau des prix: n;veau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selon Les meilleures estim.ations 
des ex~erts .des Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaoue Etat membre. 
• 
Price level : price level most often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of 
the r.e~aer states of the oil ~arket in each member state. 
(2) La ~oyen~e resulte d'une pcnderation des ~~ar.tites conso~~ees ce chaau~ orcduit co~cerr.~ au cours cu 1er tri~estre 1979. 
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MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
'COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 17 
• 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
'1912 'fl 
Brussels,11 October 1979 
T~e we~kly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on_ the initiative of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsibl"e_ for enflrgy, gives the 
-taleSt availabl'e dMa . .J'elat ing to the fo,,.aat ion of pri ~es in the Com111u!)ity. 
The Comm,ssion considers that these bulletins should contribute to 
greater transparency as regards Community oil markets • 
... 
This bulletin shows that between 31 December 1978 and ,1 October 1979: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by ST/. as a result of the decisions taken by ,the oil -exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products) increased by an average of around 59% 
in the Community; 
\ 
c) J! these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 


















BULLETIN P~T~Otl~a t.E.E. NO 17 
OI!..,,,~~t~~~,,.~~~!:JIH1::====~=:a . 
• 
NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBOOMAOAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUM~R PRICES LEV~LS, ~~ THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prix~~: 1 dct~~re 1979. Prt~,i •~, 1si October 1979. 
• ~ I Essence super Essenee norm~lf G~soH moteur Gasoil chauffage 
Prem;un g~sol ;ne Regular gas9l 1oe Automotive cHe,,l oil Heating ~il. 
' S/1000 L S/1000 L S/1000 L . S/1000 L 
BelgfUI 296,14 283,98 277,58 . · 242,70 
.OenmarlJ ·- i?67, 74 257 ,89 306, 13 271.,68 
German, • ·?~0,11 · 267,7~ ' 291,39. • 276,41 
France - cl73,62 256,59 229,54 212,61 
~ "' . . . . . . . . 
I re land · l1i,l2 307, 78 318~ 11 278,90 
Italy .434,~6 223,46 233,85 219,48 
. . 
Netherlands :z9(i;80 281,86 :269,a2 239,96 
u.i. ·.15,42 307,30 311,47 251,~5 
• • I 
C.E.E. 
a> 111oyenn~/weighi. ect I 284,66 I 272,~6 I 266~5.1 I 242,05 
average <2> ' 
b> variations en/in I +48~ +48~ +53; +67% 
1/10/ 1979/15.12.1978 
c> v~riation moyenne sur . . ' 
produits ccncernes/ +59% 
• weighted average on • 
... : 1 -- - concerned products (2) 
• ·11101. 1979/15.12.1978 -
d) 'lfariations en/in X I · --/tfx ----- - I +71% I +12~% I +128% · 
cotations Platts/ · 
P.Latts c~ctations 
17107.,('7';/15 -~?.197~ • • • • . 
Fuel· ~J1\~u1i ·· · · .
Res;d~al ·tH!~ ot\ 














(1) Niveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiques et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Etats membres du marche petrol ier de chaQue Etat membre. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of 
the r.e~eer states of the oil r.1a·rket in e.1c:h m~::ier state. ·, • 
<Z> La r..oyen~e resulte d'une i:cnderation- des c;, ... antites conso~""!ees ce ch.;c: ... i! prcd1..it c:o:ic:err.e au co~1-s du 1er tri::iestre 1979. 
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GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTA VOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Bruxelles, 18th October, 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 18 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative of 
Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December to 8th October 1979 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by· 58% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar) prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products> increased by an average of around 
55% in the Community; 
c> if these prices had been in Line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 103% instead of 55%. 
l •• 
::..~: 
OULLETIN PETROLIER t.E.E. NO 18 0 I J. r r: r Q'" LE Tl N ' . 
----~A~A~A-~~~----~--------~ 
r ., 
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBOO~AOAIRES•OES PRIX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM)UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 







Automotive diesel oil Heating ~il · ·. Resi,dual ·fue\1 Oi,l Gasoil moteur IGasoil chauffage lfuel r~siduel 




f ran ct 







b) variations en/in X 
8/10/ 1979/1 S .12. 1978 
c) v~riation moyenne sur 
procuits ccncernes/ 
• weighted average on 
-- concernec products (2) 
•· 8/10/ .1979/15.12.1978 
d) variations en/in X ·--
cot3tions Platts/ 
Platts c~ctations 8/1ut .,c;· 7 -;n5_& ~:,.1<ne 
287,63 
.. 25~, 71 







































































(1) ~iveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selQn les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts ~es Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaQue Etat membre. 
Price level : price level ~ost often applied and thus representative according to the cest estimates of the experts cf 
the r.e:-:ber states of the oil r:,a·ri<et in e.Jch r.".e--.~er state. 
• 
C2) La r.'.Oyt:n:"'.~ resulte d'une Fcnd_eratton. des c.:...a.'1.,ti~es ccns~:-:-:ees ce c~acv~ prcc~it co:icerr.e au cours cu 1u tri::lestre 1979. 
The average results of we,ghting t,,e quant,t,~s consu,eo for each product concerned during the first quarter of 1979. 
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TALSMANDENS GRUPPE 
SPRrC HER GRUPPE 
SPOKESMAN'S GROUP 
GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE 
BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
PRESSE-MEDDELELSE 
MITTEILUNG AN DIE PRESSE 
PRESS-RELEASE 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 25th October, 1979. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 19 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
Latest available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December to 15th October 1979 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved···as fol Lows : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 63% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax (dollar> prices of the principal oil products (crude oil 
and imported finished products) increased by an average of around 
54% in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 





BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E."No 1~ 
orL EAsAtA_e~L~sr1~-----~~=~. 
- ------~----------------
NIVEAUX INOICATIFS HEBOO...,AOAIRES DES PRIX HORS DROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WEEKLY INOlCATIVE CONSUMER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COM,UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 







Gasoil moteur IGasoil chauffage 
Automotive diesel oil Heating Qil -
S/1000 L S/1000 L 
Fuel r~siduel 















-'·-· •. t· 
b) variatio~s en/in X 
15/10/ 1979/15.12. 1978 
c> v~riation moyenne sur 
procuits ccncernes/ 
• weighted average on 
--- - concernec products C2) 
• 1-5/10/ .1979/15.1,2.1978 
d) variations en/in X ---
cot at ions PL at ts/ · · -
Platts c~ctations 15/10 .?<;'7';/15_ -~?.197~ 
298,24 







































































(1) ~iveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiQues et ainsi representatifs selon Les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts .des Etats membres du marche petrolier de chaque Etat membre. 
Price level : pri-c,e level ~ost often applied and thus representative according to the best estimates of the experts of 
the r.e":":ber states of the oil r.,a·rket in each r::~:,er state. ,. 
I 
C2) La r.-oyen:-:e restJLte d'un-e ~c-nderation. des c;,;..antites conso:-~ees de chac ... .:? orcduit co:icerr.e au cour.s cu .1er tri::iestre 1979. 
The Jverage results of weighting the quant1ti~i cor.sur.ed for each product concerned during the 1irst quarter of 1979. 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 20. 
INFORMATION A LA PRESSE 
INFORMAZIONE ALLA STAMPA 
MEDEDELING AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 31 October, 1979. 
The weekly oil bulletin, published by the Commission on the initiative 
of Commissioner Guido Brunner, member responsible for energy, gives the 
latest available data relat;ng to the formation of prices in.the Community. 
The Co1111ission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December to 22nd October, 1979, the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows: 
a> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 64% as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre•tax (dollar> prices of the principal oil products <crude oil 
and imported finished products> increased by an average of around 54% 
in the Community; 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 101% instead of 54%. 
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NIVEAUX INDICATIFS HEBDOMAOAIRES DES PRlX HORS OROITS ET TAXES A LA CONSOMMATION DANS LA COMMUNAUTE 
WU~LY lNOlCATl\#1 CONIUM(R ,,uc1s LEVELS lN THE __ COM~UNI_TY. TAXES AND OUTliS EXCLUDED <d 
Pria AU I ii'octob~I 1919 • ,.Htes at t 22nd .Octobar191'9. 
.. .. 
. , •; 
-
.. 
.. -.. ... 
"'"". ~ . .. ··- ·-·· "' 
• 
' 
lntnct t\ol'1nalt Oa10H ftlottur Fut\ rttldutl 
-
e,,,ne• ,u,_.,. Gato1L chauft11t 
• i't-e111iut1 01,ol it'\t ~e~ular 911oline AUtomitivf diiitl Oil HettiHI ~H . · . RtsiijuaA.f~tl oil 
·• . 111000 t.. ti1tld0 L 111000 l S/1000 L S/100 lti . . 
-




., . 28i,90 8t\9hn 297,75 I 287,39 . . -245,59 128, 18 
. ~ ... . .. 1,, ;,. ... . ~: ·'. •. ,.. di ,. ,, ~ ,; .. 
OtJ\111it'k · .. , 
..... 
-.as,,a, 249,76 2f6;4? . 261;10 141;,08 · , . 
c- , .210,,, ' .. 258,40' . !11,18 .. 14.1S Gtt1nah1 : ~ 265,61 . • . ,. . 
P r,nc• •· ae•,•• 248;14 11_1 ~98· •. 205,61 1,t.ii-OI . ' . . . 
... 
" io,;,i 298,40 ·· ioa,;4·1 270,40 208, 7·1 · lftland 
IUly .. •. . ~al,H 217, 11 225,85 213,20 140;95 . 
·' 
. • 
Hf therlaftdl • • : ·il'fi11;: ·212,10 ,· 161,01:. ; ·232;16 1.42,04, j ; 
• I 
•, . 
U,IC. ·;sr,a,,o 298,38 . 101,10 1s1,t1 . ,· 249, f3 , 
C1l,E. , ' ; ;.( 
' 
1J fflOy~nn~/wtighted i . .. . .. . • 
~,·~~4 . 141/11 • 275,f6 263,61. 234,16 ~-averag~ CU .:, I ...... 




+491 +62\ ... + 53% · 
i. 
+441 .. . 
c) v~riation moyenne su~ . . ,; . 
procuits ccncernes/ 
. 
. weighted average on . • • + ,,.. ' -- concerned products (2) 
' 22/10/.1979/15.12.1978 - r 
, ... \ 
. . . 
-::=:,;..,: .. ---·· ' d) variations en/in X ·--. ' +661 t1ll* · +12.21. +12i!I + 851 cot at ions Platts/ · · · - . 
Platts ~~ctJcions 
2211n1., 7';/1~ ~"-~9?~ . . .. 
Ct) hiveau ces prix: niveau des prix le plus souvent pratiq~es et ainsi representatifs selon les meilleures estimations 
des ex~erts ~es Etats membres du marche petrolier de tha~·;e Etc1i membre. 
Price level : price level most often applied and th~s reµre~entAtive ac~ording to the best estimates of the experts of 
i 
. 
the r.e:-:ber states of the oil r.,a·rl<et in eJch r.:~oer state. • • 
CZ> La r.:oye:n~e resulte d'une pcnc.eration. des ~ ... a.ntites ccnso~, !es ce cl'lac:-...? prcdyit co:1cerr.e au cours cu 1er tri::iestre 1979. 
The average results of ~e,ghting the quant,ti!s cons~~ei !~reach product concerned during the 1irst quarter of 1979. 
